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Features and Benefits 

The Digital Screen Archiver from Harkness Screens is a secure cloud-based data capture and reporting tool 

that aids projectionists, managers, engineers and exhibitors to maintain their digital cinema auditoria.  Quick 

and easy to use, the Digital Screen Archiver allows key digital cinema data such as auditoria geometry, 

power settings, lamp life and on-screen brightness to be captured in a standardised format during 

maintenance visits. Extensive back-end reporting tools allow those responsible for maintaining cinema 

auditoria to monitor the performance of their entire screen portfolio through one source, schedule planned 

and reactive maintenance visits and benchmark screen performance against key industry-standards. 

 

Account creation and management 

Create a free account for your cinema circuit.  Requesting administrative access allows one or more 

individuals to monitor and maintain the entire screen portfolio for a specific cinema circuit and create and 

maintain additional users for the account and assign user access rights. 

 

Set up unlimited sites and auditoria 

Whether you manage two screens or a circuit of 200 multiplexes, the Digital Screen Archiver allows you to 

create as many sites as you need and within each site, an unlimited number of auditoriums.  All inputs are a 

minimum one-time operation and can be configured and are accessible by any approved user. 

 

Real-time reporting (requires 3G, 4G or WIFI connection) 

Use the Digital Screen Archiver to store data relating to a specific auditorium during a maintenance visit.  

One-time setup for each auditorium enables fast and efficient regular reporting for a specific screen. Keep 

track of lamp type, lamp hours and centre screen brightness levels in 2D Flat, 2D Scope, 3D Flat and 3D 

Scope formats.  Add any additional notes for future reference before storing the report. 

 

Extensive back-end reporting tools with industry-standard benchmarking 

Users with administrative rights are able to access comprehensive reporting tools for their entire screen 

portfolio.  View all historical reports for any specific auditorium or view an entire site.  Reported screen 

brightness levels are colour coded for benchmarking against industry-standard (DCI for 2D) specifications.  

 


